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Over the past 5 years, several ground-breaking
advancements in oncology have dramatically advanced the
standard of care. These new classes of drugs include the
PD(L)1 checkpoint inhibitors, the PARP inhibitors, and the
EGFR resistance targeted drugs. Also included is a general
trend towards more precise and targeted treatment
decisions, driven by incorporating molecular tests and
panels into the standard of care.
In parallel, we’re beginning to reap the benefits of “smarter”
regimens which target underlying tumor biology via
combinatorial or sequential approaches intended to boost
efficacy and / or block mechanisms of resistance, for example

Part I – Trends
Overview
In recent years, we have enjoyed a
positive feedback loop in which increasingly in-depth scientific understanding
has informed research & development
strategies and accelerated the clinical
impact of emerging drugs and diagnostics. We see evidence of this in the:
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• BRAF/MEK combos in BRAF-mutated melanomas that
address BRAF-driven resistance to MEK inhibitors alone
• The emerging use of PARP inhibitors in the adjuvant
setting of BRCA mutated tumors
In part I of this paper, we review key advances in oncology
from 2014 until mid-2019, highlighting common themes
which will drive continued success. In parts II and III,
we discuss the remaining unmet needs, as well as the
organizational capabilities that biopharma and diagnostics
companies will need to succeed in the marketplace of the
coming 5+ years.

• Launch of numerous novel targeted
drugs (and classes of drugs)
• Expansion of coverage and initial
FDA approvals of the broad panel
diagnostic tests
• Increasing integration of both into
precision medicine
These advances continue, as learnings from these new products inform
next generation product design and help
improve regimen construction with the
drugs we already have. Recent scientif-

ic advances represent three key drivers
of success in oncology:
1. A better understanding of tumor
biology, which increases new drugs’
probability of success
2. A better understanding of therapy
MOA, which helps improve the way
therapies and regimens are constructed and applied
3. The increased use of precision
medicine, which ensures that each
patient receives the most appropri-
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ate regimen for his or her cancer
Over the past 5 years, these key
drivers have delivered several impact-

ful trends towards an ever-improving
standard of care. Namely, these include novel targeted drugs, novel drug
design approaches, tumor biology-

based combinatorial or sequential
regimens, and (most impactfully) truly
personalized diagnostic-driven, adaptive regimens.

Trend 1 – Novel Drug Targets &
Classes of Therapy
Since 2014, almost 60 new cancer
drugs have launched across solid
and liquid tumor types. Several have
launched multiple follow-on indications, leading to ~90 labeled indications for these new drugs.
Of these new drugs, about half
were aimed at only 17 novel targets.
Some of these targets are very tumor
type-specific, for example IDH1 and
IDH2, which are frequently mutated in
leukemias and gliomas, but only rarely
in other cancers.
Other targets are quite broadly
mis-regulated across numerous tumor
types, for example BRCA (targeted
by PARP inhibitors), CDK4/6, PI3K,
NTRK, and most notably the PD1/

PDL1 checkpoint inhibitor proteins,
which are overexpressed in subsets of
varying sizes across all tumor types.
ROS1 is another interesting example,
as the drug which targets it (crizotinib)
was previously approved as an ALK
inhibitor. However, this approval for a
ROS1+ specific indication in NSCLC
represents a novel target. This approval is a likely early indication of an
emerging trend around better understanding and application of the protein
kinase inhibitor class of drugs, which
frequently have broad effect across
multiple targets.
A third category of novel targets
are those which were selected based
on known mechanisms of resistance.
Examples include EGFR T790M as a
known mutation for EGFR inhibitor

resistant NSCLC. Since their initial launch, several of these drugs
achieved subsequent approvals across
additional indications and / or had
follow-on approvals of other drugs
aimed at that same target. Along with
the CD19 CAR-T therapies, which
represent a novel drug design but
not a novel target, they represent the
introduction of 7 new major classes
of therapies with significant clinical
impact and commercial success, many
of them with broad efficacy across
multiple cancer types.
The PD1/PDL1 checkpoint inhibitors,
in particular, have dramatically shifted
treatment paradigms from the classic
targeted approaches (a drug aimed at a
particular oncogenic mutation) towards
an immunotherapy-targeted approach.
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This approach seeks to activate and
boost the immune system more generally to target and destroy tumor cells.
In leukemias, the CD19 CAR-T therapies also induce an immune response
via a novel drug design that “forces”
immune recognition of tumor-specific
targets. They have shown curative
benefit in some patients.

In the more classic targeted arena,
drugs that target CDK4/6, PARP, and
EGFR T790M have dramatically improved outcomes in specific settings.
They have been incorporated into
combinatorial and sequential regimens
designed to outsmart known tumor
biology.
PI3K inhibitors have great potential

as the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway is
very frequently mis-regulated in tumors. These drugs have had relatively
limited success as monotherapies.
However, now that they’ve launched
and are available for clinical exploration, they’re showing promise as part
of tumor biology-based regimens
along with other targeted drugs.

Trend 2 – Novel Drug Design
Even with a drug that can effectively
target a tumor-specific molecular alteration, it can be difficult to properly deliver
it to the tumor cells so it can effectively
treat the disease. In addition, it’s also
important to minimize toxicity and the
inadvertent killing of healthy cells. Fortunately, there have been major advances
in drug design to boost the efficacy of
existing targeted drugs and / or new
drugs against known targets.
The common theme in drug design

the past 5 years has been a modular design that physically attaches a
cancer killing agent to a tumor targeting agent to more safely deliver an efficacious dose to the tumor with less
impact on surrounding healthy tissues.
This is typically done by leveraging naturally occurring biology (antibody-drug
conjugates, engineered immune cells,
or engineered viruses) or by attaching nanoparticles that result in better
infiltration to the tumor. A related approach has been genetic engineering

or modification of living immune cells
or viruses to make them specifically
target and destroy tumor cells.
The CAR-T therapies are the breakout success in this arena, with curative
efficacy in leukemias which express
the CD19 target on their cell surfaces.
While the first-generation CAR-T
designs have so far not proved highly
effective in solid tumors, we anticipate
continued investment in next-generation designs that will hopefully translate
this efficacy into solid tumors.

Bispecific Antibodies
Tumor
cell

Bispecific
Antibody

Immune
cell

2 tethered antibodies; one antibody binds an
immune cell and the other antibody detects a tumor
cell, bringing the cells together and initiating immune
response and tumor destruction

CD19/CD3 Bi-specific Antibody:
• Blinatumumab (2014)

CAR-T Immunotherapies
Tumor
cell

Immune
cell

CAR-T
Cell

A naturally occurring T cell is genetically modified
with a receptor that binds a tumor-specific protein
in order to trigger immune response and destruction
of the tumor

CD19 CAR-T:
• tisagenlecleucel (2017)
• axicabtagene ciloleucel (2017)

Oncolytic Viruses
Tumor
cell

virus

Oncolytic
Virus

A genetically-modified virus that is adapted to
selectively kill tumor cells

Modified Herpes virus:
• Talimogene laherparepvec (2015)

Antibody-Drug Conjugates (ADCs)
Tumor
cell

cytotoxin

AntibodyDrug
Conjugate
(ADC)

An antibody that recognizes a tumor-specific protein
is tethered to a cytotoxic substance (another drug,
radiation, etc), which selectively kills the tumor cells
while minimizing side effects

Nanoparticles (NPs)
Tumor
cell
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cytotoxin

Nanoparticle
(NPs)

A drug is tethered to a small particle that adjusts its
physical properties (for example, makes it more
soluble) so that it is better able to reach the tumor

CD22-cytoxin ADCs:
• inotuzumab ozogamicin (2017)
• moxetumomab pasudotox-tdfk (2018)
Somatostatin Receptor-radiotoxin ADC:
• lutetium Lu 177 dotatate (2018)

Pegylated enzymatic inhibitor:
• calaspargase pegol-mknl (2018)
Liposomal formulations:
• Irinotecan liposome (in combo) (2015)
• Daunorubicin and cytarabine liposome
(2017)
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Trend 3 – Tumor Biology-Based
Regimens
We have long known that many cancers cannot be completely destroyed
by a single therapy alone, and instead
require more complex regimens to better address tumor biology:
• Combination regimens designed to
target multiple aspects of known
tumor biology and kill more of the
tumor at once
• Sequential regimens designed to
target known tumor biology with
the goals of sensitizing a tumor to
subsequent therapy, or preventing
recurrences after a previous therapy
(neo-adjuvant and adjuvant or maintenance therapies, respectively)
Over the past 5 years, we have seen
significant advancements in both approaches, reflected both by standard
of care as well as new drug approvals.
In fact, a notable portion of the total
novel drug approvals in the last 5 years
were in combinations, i.e., the new drug
was not approved to be used alone but
instead as a regimen with chemotherapy or with another targeted therapy.
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This signifies a general trend towards
complementary or overlapping combination treatments designed to boost
efficacy and / or preemptively target
known tumor resistance pathways. For
example, the PD1/CTLA4 doublets work
in a complementary fashion by targeting two independent mechanisms of
immune suppression, enabling much
greater boosting of immune activity
overall.
There have also been major advances
in targeting known resistance pathways
via combinations. For example, the
introduction of the MEK inhibitor class
of drugs enabled a combination strategy in BRAF mutated tumors. These
tumors are known to develop resistance
to BRAF inhibitor drugs given alone by
increasing activation of MEK. Targeting MEK at the same time as BRAF
negates this mechanism of resistance.
Another example is the combination of
a CDK4/6 inhibitor (ribociclib) with a PI3K
inhibitor (letrozole) in BC, which targets
overlapping mechanisms of resistance
to hormonal therapies in breast cancer.
In addition to regimens that combine

multiple drugs at the same time, we’ve
seen advances in sequencing regimens.
A notable example is the approval of
the PARP inhibitor rucaparib and the
PDL1 checkpoint inhibitor durvalumab
as adjuvant or maintenance therapies
in BRCA+ ovarian cancer and stage
III NSCLC, respectively. Importantly,
both have been shown to significantly
delay recurrence with an overall survival
benefit.
We are also seeing researchers and
clinicians explore sequencing of the
checkpoint inhibitors with other standard of care regimens to see which
ones might prime or sensitize tumors
to subsequent therapies. For example,
a recent study in glioblastoma demonstrated that using the PD1 checkpoint
inhibitor pembrolizumab before surgery
(i.e., neoadjuvant treatment) significantly
increased both progression-free survival as well as overall survival. This is a
noteworthy finding in this very difficult
to treat disease.
Importantly, our deeper understanding of tumor biology in specific settings
enables a semi-personalized approach of
aiming regimens at tumor biology (but
not necessarily requiring molecular testing to confirm the whole regimen). For
example, many of these new regimens
do not require molecular testing at all,
and for some of the ones that do have a
biomarker-based indication, only one of
the components is tested for; e.g., there
is no biomarker testing done for use
of the MEK inhibitor along with BRAF
inhibitor, or for the anti-CTLA4, antiPD1 combo used in melanoma. These
tumor biology-based regimens therefore
reflect an important step along the way
towards truly personalized regimens.
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Trend 4 – Diagnostic-Driven, Adaptive Regimens: Precision Medicine
In addition to these trends of developing therapies towards novel targets as
well as novel drug designs and regimens, we also see increasing emphasis
on biomarker-directed usage of these
drugs and regimens (e.g., indications
defined by molecular alterations such
as EGFR T790M mutation or high
expression of PDL1). Of the ~90 labels
for new drugs launched in the last 5
years, ~20% of them are for molecular
alteration-defined indications.

We also observe a broadening of
labels across additional tumor types
based on the same specific molecular
alteration. For example, PARP inhibitors
were first approved in germline BRCA+
ovarian tumors, then in germline BRCA+
TNBC. Recent data showing efficacy
in germline BRCA+ pancreatic cancer
suggests even broader potential. Even
more striking has been the broad success of the PD(L)1 checkpoint inhibitors
across both PDL1+ as well as allcomers indications in numerous tumor
types.
Recently, two drugs achieved pantumor approvals based on molecular
alterations alone, independent of tumor
type:
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• The checkpoint inhibitor pembrolizumab for any tumor with mismatch
repair deficiency or microsatellite
instability
• The NTRK inhibitor larotrectinib for
any solid tumor with an NTRK activating fusion
Other efficacious targeted drugs
may achieve pan-tumor clinical use and
possibly even FDA approval in molecular alteration defined populations as
well. For example, the PARP inhibitors
in germline BRCA mutated tumors,
or the BRAF/MEK inhibitor combos
in any BRAF V600E mutated tumor.
These mutation-directed approaches are
already being used off-label fairly commonly and insurance companies have
signaled willingness to cover based on
early clinical data.
In addition to single gene companion diagnostics launched for many of
these targeted therapies, there has
been increasing use of broad panel
tests. Over the past 5 years, these tests
have achieved several key milestones
towards commercialization. Notably, in
2018, Medicare announced coverage of
all FDA approved molecular tests, ensuring easier patient access to Foundation
One and other approved tests. That
said, broad panel tests will continue to
face challenges in demonstrating value,
given the cost of the test vs. the relative
rareness of identifying an actionable
alteration for any given patient.
Ultimately, finely-tuned targeted

therapies—along with broad diagnostic
platforms to comprehensively identify
the appropriate targets for each tumor—
will continue to drive more personalized, adaptive regimens with improved
outcomes.
We are already starting to see this in
EGFR mutated NSCLC, where EGFR
inhibitors work quite well for a while,
but ultimately the tumor develops
resistance and progresses. One common mechanism of resistance to EGFR
inhibitors, the emergence of the EGFR
T790M mutation, is targeted by the
drug osimertinib. Because osimertinib
also targets the general EGFR mutations, it is now the preferred first line
therapy used to both address the EGFR
driver mutation and also block resistance before it can take hold.
However, tumors typically develop a
resistance to osimertinib in less than
a year, often driven by the emergence
of a separate mutation EGFR C797S.
Intriguingly, the approved ALK inhibitor
brigatinib can be combined with an antiEGFR antibody to target this resistance
mechanism in preclinical studies. This
suggests a potential route to address
this mechanism of resistance using
an already approved drug. This type
of adaptive treatment, along with the
successful development of blood-based
genomic panels enabling quick and easy
identification of mutations, is a promising early example of truly personalized,
adaptive regimens.
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In addition to helping select effective
treatments, broad panel tests can help
identify treatments that are unlikely to
work, saving patients from the risks of
unnecessary treatments. For example,
the Oncotype Dx breast test examines
the expression of multiple disease-relevant genes and translates this biology
into an assessment of how likely the
tumor is to respond to chemotherapy.
This is an important question in early
stage hormone positive breast cancer, where the question is frequently
whether to do hormone treatment only,
or hormone treatment plus chemo.
For those tumors that are unlikely to
respond to chemo, a patient and her

doctor can leverage this test to more
confidently skip the chemo (and its associated toxicity).
Another example is in colorectal cancer, where EGFR inhibitors can be quite
effective unless the tumor has a KRAS
or NRAS mutation which leads to EGFR
resistance. In those cases, the EGFR
approach should be avoided because it
will not work.
We are also starting to see hints of
how these tests may help people avoid
treatment that is not just unlikely to
work, but dangerous. For example, in
a very small proportion of patients, the
checkpoint inhibitor immunotherapies
can trigger hyperprogression (rapid

growth) of the cancer. Preliminary data
has suggested that this outcome may
be associated with amplification of the
gene MDM2 and possibly EGFR mutations. So, when this finding shows up
on a broad test like Foundation One or
Caris, the informed treatment decision
maker can implement a plan to monitor
for hyperprogression if they do decide to
use the checkpoint inhibitor drugs.
In part II of this series, we’ll take a
look at the unmet needs that remain
in oncology. We’ll also provide some
thoughts regarding the future evolution
of cancer therapies, given the trends we
see today.

Part II – Unmet Needs & Future Advancements
Despite the significant advances
that recent trends in oncology represent, much unmet need remains.
Below, we outline some of those key
remaining unmet needs. We also
explore how oncology therapies are
likely to advance in the next few years
to meet those needs.
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Unmet Needs
Even in highly segmented treatment
settings like breast cancer or NSCLC—
where numerous targeted drugs and
personalized regimens are available—a
subset of patients either has no targetable molecular alterations, their tumor
does not respond to the personalized

treatment, or there is a personalized
treatment available but it’s too toxic for
them (due to age, comorbidities, etc.).
The need is even higher in certain
tumor types that have so far been
intractable to targeted or personalized
treatment. For example, in advanced
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efficacious drug designs and regimens
2. The same scientific understanding
that drives drug design AND the
increased use of precision medicine AND a shift towards shared
decision-making will inform more
personalized and adaptive treatment
strategies

pancreatic cancer and glioblastoma,
despite decades of R&D investment,
the standard of care has not advanced
beyond maximum possible resection,
radiation, and chemotherapy. As a result, most patients die of their disease
within months. And across all tumor
types, stage 4 (metastatic) cancer unfortunately remains a fatal rather than
chronic but manageable condition for
nearly all patients.
Finally, because cancer is such a heterogenous disease that can arise from
any number of rare or even unique
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molecular alterations, some tumors
are so rare or unclassifiable that no
standard of care even exists for them.
This can also be true of cancers identified at the metastatic stage where the
primary origin is unknown (carcinomas
of unknown primary, or CUPs).
Despite these challenges, we are
confident that much progress will
be made over the next 5 years and
beyond. Specifically:
1. An ever-improving understanding
of tumor biology and therapeutic
MOAs will drive novel and more

What’s Next – Future Possibilities
from Key Trends
Over the next 5 years we anticipate
continued success in evolving drugs
and regimens to meet these needs.
From a target perspective, there are a
few key pathways with novel targets
approaching approval.
The first major class of targeted
therapies are those directed at targets
involved in immunotherapy. In practice,
these will likely be used to either boost
efficacy or address resistance to the
already marketed checkpoint inhibitor
drugs (PD1 and PDL1 targeted drugs).
After the approval of the PD1/PDL1
checkpoint inhibitors, there has been
extensive investment in numerous
other targeted approaches with potential to further improve response to the
checkpoint inhibitors. Over the past
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few years, many of these first-generation drugs have failed to demonstrate
clinical efficacy. However, several approaches are still in clinic and showing
some encouraging signs of efficacy.
One promising approach for boosting checkpoint inhibitor efficacy is to
target immune cell activators using
agonist drugs that bolster their activity.
The other angle (targeting resistance
mechanisms) is via the more traditional inhibitor approach of blocking

the activity of proteins that enable
tumors to evade the immune system.
Over the next few years we anticipate further clarity on which specific
targets and drugs are truly efficacious,
and importantly, which regimens and
settings they should be used in for
maximal benefit.
The other major class of targeted
therapies are those directed at targets involved in the Receptor Tyrosine
Kinase-driven signaling pathways that

are frequently inappropriately active
in tumors, resulting in uncontrolled tumor cell growth. Specifically, the MAP
signaling and PI3K signaling pathways
both have key targets with promising
drugs currently in clinic. In addition
to novel targets, there are also multiple strategies already being tested
in clinic to address known resistance
mechanisms to existing drugs, sometimes by mixing and matching already
approved drugs.

With the launches of additional
new drugs and classes of therapy, we
anticipate that tumor biology-based
regimens will continue to advance.
In addition to the likely expansion of
the PARP inhibitors as both a primary
treatment and a maintenance therapy
into additional germline BRCA tumor
indications, we expect that the appropriate sequencing of the checkpoint
inhibitor therapies will be clarified, introducing these drugs to the standard

of care beyond just first line or second
line therapies (e.g., neoadjuvant or
adjuvant maintenance treatments).
Depending on which of the novel
immunotherapy targets proved successful in clinic, we also anticipate
integration into combination regimens
with the checkpoint inhibitors. These
may or may not be biomarker-dependent as part of the rationale for these
combinations is that they may be able
to induce response to a checkpoint

inhibitor even in a likely non-responder.
Similarly, the introduction of additional receptor tyrosine kinase pathway inhibitors will likely lead to new
targeted combinations, hopefully in
some of the more challenging tumor
types like pancreatic (where KRAS
is almost always mutated). We also
expect additional resistance targets
to extend the treatment options for
EGFR, HER, and ALK driven tumors in
later lines of therapy.
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In parallel, we anticipate continued
evolution and success of drug and
regimen design strategies, in particular the cell-based immunotherapies. In
addition, we expect the improvement
of existing—and emergence of new—
therapeutic designs, including:
Finally, we anticipate a continued
shift towards truly personalized and
more adaptive regimens, as we learn
more about the most effective use
of both existing and novel drugs and
regimens. The impact of this trend
depends on successful development
and clinical uptake of broad genomic
tests, particularly the blood-based or
other liquid biopsy ones that enable
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frequent testing to monitor therapeutic response and the emergence of
resistance mutations.
In parallel, we expect a continued deeper understanding of which
molecular alterations and patterns
of molecular alterations are the best
predictors of response, as well as lack
of response and toxicity. One particular arena where we may see rapid
advances is with the protein kinase
inhibitors. Because some targets of
these molecules are closely related to
one another, there is frequently a halo
of efficacy for these drugs towards not
just their primary target, but multiple
other targets as well.

Interestingly, different approved
drugs have different patterns of targeting, showing additional potential for
more targeted application based on
variations in molecular alterations for
each individual tumor. Since these
drugs are already approved, there
may be rapid advancement in their
use both individually and as part of
regimens as tumor molecular testing
becomes more available and practical.
Taken together, there is much to
be hopeful in the near-term future for
oncology, as we continue to push the
standard of care towards diagnosticdriven, adaptive regimens in broader
patient populations.
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Part III – Critical Capabilities For a Successful Future
Future Trends
Within the next 5 years, we see the
potential to dramatically broaden and
extend cancer treatment responses
via several key avenues:

Early Disease Detection
Diagnostic-driven disease detection and characterization will enable
more cures as oncologists identify
and curatively treat cancers at earlier
stages (before metastatic spread). This
will typically involve classical surgical resection as well as maintenance
drug regimens to prevent a recurrence
where indicated.
For those tumors that are already
advanced or metastatic, diagnostic-
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driven detection of progression will
enable the earliest possible change
in treatment and highlight specific
mechanisms of resistance. This will
enable oncologists to apply the most
effective treatments before more
resistant tumor cell sub-populations
take hold.
More Strategic Treatment Options
Currently, treatments tend to be
“one shot and then hope for the best /
wait for progression”. By the time
progression is detected, typically it
has taken hold and become resistant
to further treatment. Often, the treatment intent then shifts from curative
to palliative.
With more sensitive diagnostics and
additional pharmaceutical options, we
can apply more advanced regimens
that better target the tumor biology
through combinations. This includes
regimens designed to address resistance mechanisms before they take
hold. This will likely include not just
concurrent combinations, but sequential regimens designed to leverage
sensitization or to suppress resistance
mechanisms.

Individualized Regimen Selection
As diagnostics improve and more
treatment options become available,
we anticipate a dramatic increase
in individualized (“personalized”)
regimens. Decision criteria will not be
limited to just better targeting of the
specific tumor biology, but ensuring
that the regimen is safe and tolerable for a specific patient, given other
considerations like their overall health,
age, comorbidities, etc.
Improved Treatment Access
Identifying better treatment options
will not be sufficient to broadly improve outcomes. For example, in the
current US healthcare system, many
patients are unable to easily access
or afford treatments not yet part of
the standard of care (including clinical
trials). We anticipate that regimen selection will accelerate faster than the
standard of care, so new mechanisms
will be required to support actual access to these treatments. This may
include:
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Organizational Requirements to
Succeed
Market success in this future will require more than just developing effective drugs and easy-to-use diagnostics.
As in any market, differentiating from
the competition will be critical. Being
first in a market or defining unique
market niches (patentable designs,
specific patient populations, etc.) will
become increasingly important.
Success in this highly complex,
technically evolving market will require
specific organizational capabilities,
both now and in the future:

Data Complexity Management
As pharma and diagnostics products
are developed and ultimately enter the
market—and regimens become more
personalized—the amount of data
that must be collected, managed, and
interpreted will exponentially increase.
Successful pharma and diagnostic
companies will need to manage data
across several dimensions to answer
several key, interrelated questions:
Typically, this will be done in a
learning loop style where researchers select a patient population based
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on either pre-existing data about
population + regimen pairings or on
a new hypothesis. Where relevant,
researchers use various diagnostics /

biomarkers to select the population,
then apply the regimen and track the
outcomes.
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Each outcome will answer one
specific question about a population
+ regimen, as well as the predictive
ability of the diagnostic. However,
successful product development and
portfolio management will require
triangulation from numerous data sets
like this to identify the most promising
approaches. To broaden the success
of its portfolio across products and
indications, a successful organization

must be able to rapidly integrate data
sets from both internal data sources
(pre-clinical, clinical trials) and external
sources once products reach market
(phase IV trials, real-world data).
In addition to population and regimen
selection, another source of data complexity is biological. There are numerous
possible predictive molecular alterations
that may be considered for each population and / or regimen. Broad genomic

panels and other broad tests will offer
an enormous range of possible stratifications, and a wrong selection will lead
to a drug’s failure. Similarly, selecting
alterations for diagnostic test design
must also be done correctly, or the test
will not prove clinically predictive. A
successful organization will have strong
scientific and computational resources
to use this data for successful diagnostic and drug design.

allocation should incorporate the latest data to adjust the probability of
success and the market value for each
program. At the same time, organizations must be wary of false precision
based on whatever valuation models
they use.

that a percentage (typically 1/3 to 1/2)
of the trial participants only receive the
standard of care treatment.
In intractable cancers, patients
must therefore risk being assigned an
ineffective treatment, and companies
must cover the expense of trial management for this large set of patients
with a known detrimental outcome.
On the other hand, the early stage
dosing trials also pose risks of safety
(too high a dose resulting in toxicity)
and lack of efficacy (too low a dose
that provides no therapeutic benefit).

Optimized Decision-Making
Of course, successfully collecting
and managing complex data does
not help unless the organization can
effectively leverage it for decisionmaking. Smaller companies with only
one or a few products can more easily
align their decision-making to market
potential. For example:
For companies with broader portfolios, decision-making becomes much
more complex. Organizational resources must be allocated across products
and / or indications (depending on the
organizational structure). In this situation, it is essential to take a crossportfolio view of pipeline valuation and
pre-determine informed decision points
(go / no go, accelerate, initiate development plans in other indications).
To successfully do this, decisionmaking must at the product level as
well as the portfolio level. Resource
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Smart Trial Design
Currently, clinical trials are frequently
inefficient and costly, from both an
organizational as well as a patientcentric perspective. The traditional
randomized control design requires
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Diagnostics require a Pre Market Approval process to demonstrate clinical
utility before they can receive FDA approval, but tests are frequently sold before then based on their CLIA approval
(which confirms that they accurately
measure what they say they do, but
does not speak to their impact on clinical decision-making and outcomes).
However, there is a high unmet need
in many cancer indications and a “need
for speed” when it comes to getting
more effective diagnostics and drugs to
patients. So, development programs
are increasingly given the flexibility
to design trials outside the traditional
model, as long as they can satisfactorily demonstrate safety and efficacy
(for drugs), and analytical and clinical
validation (for diagnostics). We expect
this trend to continue and become the
new standard as it delivers both time
and cost savings. For example, several
recent drugs have received a preliminary approval from early phase studies
– most notably Keytruda in 2017 based
on Phase 1b trial results.
The most effective clinical trial designs now and in the future will deliver
quality results with time and / or cost
savings, typically by achieving statistically significant results from a smaller
trial population. Several innovative
tactics are already in use and showing
good success.

Streamlined Recruitment
Both diagnostic and pharmaceutical
trials can improve their matching and
enrollment process to deliver significant time savings. Currently, potential
participants must seek trials either
through their treating physician (who
is likely unaware of many trials outside
their home institution) or directly via
the clinicaltrials.gov website, which is
not lay person-friendly and cannot be
filtered by detailed eligibility criteria.
While many larger companies offer
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their own trial matching services, a
centralized resource that covers a
comprehensive list of available trials
plus a high-level eligibility filter will help
drive more patients more quickly to the
appropriate trials.

Novel Endpoints
For solid tumors, Progression Free
Survival (PFS) or Overall Response
Rate (ORR) endpoints use RECIST
criteria, which is based on tumor size
assessed by MRI or CT scans. How-

ever, this approach is challenged by the
complexity of metastatic or multifocal disease (which tumor should we
measure?) as well as by the patterns of
response to certain drugs. Specifically,
cancer immunotherapies sometimes
show an atypical pattern of pseudoprogression followed by response
(because the immune activation around
the tumor appears as tumor growth on
the scans).
So, the search for other acceptable
measures of efficacy is underway. This
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may include more systemic measures of
tumor response or growth such as circulating tumor cell (CTC) levels, or biopsybased measures of early response such
as immune cell infiltration into the tumor.
Ultimately, the key outcome will
remain Overall Survival (OS), but these
novel endpoints will be beneficial to
help organizations make internal decisions about acceleration and prioritization. In the marketplace, endpoints
associated with quality of life could also
help differentiate from competition.

Efficient Comparator Arms
Instead of the traditional standard
of care arm run in parallel with the
experimental regimen, companies are
exploring multiple types of alternative
controls. While single arm studies (with
no control) can be compelling if there
is a strong enough signal for efficacy, a
more statistically robust method is to
generate synthetic control arms.
A synthetic control consists of a similar or matched patient set to the group
receiving the experimental regimen,
but these patients are not part of the
trial. Instead, they are identified from
various historical data sources such as
real-world data, prior clinical trials, etc.
and matched based on criteria such as
biomarkers, clinical status, and other
relevant stratifications.
The outcomes for these historical
patients are compared to the outcomes
for those receiving the experimental
regimen. While this route eliminates
the need for a control arm, it is perhaps
less robust because one set of data
is retrospective whereas the other is
prospective.
However, the FDA has already begun
accepting drugs conditionally based
on efficacy from single arm studies
based on superiority over the historical
standard of care. For example, Roche’s
Alecensa and Amgen’s Blincyto, both
received accelerated approval based
on single arm studies with synthetic
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control arms. Importantly, the FDA
still typically requires a formal Phase
3 study to confirm an accelerated
approval, but these approaches still
provide significant time savings and get
effective drugs to market faster.
Another approach for maximizing the
control arms is to embed a cross-over
design into the study. This means that
at a certain point, typically once a participant on the control arm progresses,
they switch over to the experimental
arm and receive that regimen. This
design has the benefit of assuring participants that they will have a chance
at the experimental drug regardless of
which arm they are assigned. While it
can complicate data analysis because
the experimental group will not necessarily have a superior survival outcome
to the “control” group (because the
control group also ultimately receives
the experimental regimen as well), it
can also be paired with a synthetic arm
to bolster the analysis.

• Umbrella Design: Within 1 indication, multiple different regimens are
attempted. As data is gathered on
response vs progression for each
regimen, participants who progress
are shifted onto the regimens with
emerging evidence for efficacy. This
amplifies the potential signal and
benefits participants who are getting
a chance at a more beneficial option.
• Basket or Bucket Design: Here, a
single regimen is attempted across
multiple indications with some commonality in underlying biology or
even a specific molecular alteration.
While cross-over is not possible with
this design, it is still quite beneficial
for an organization to quickly learn
which indications offer the best
chances of success with a registrational trial. Pembrolizumab was
approved for all MSI-H tumors and
larotrectinib as well as entrectinib for
all NTRK fusion containing tumors
using this approach.

Signal-Maximizing, Adaptive Designs
In order to diversify beyond the classic 1 indication + 1 regimen model and
to more rapidly confirm hypotheses
about which pairing will be most beneficial, adaptive trials have expanded
along two dimensions:

Value Demonstration
In an increasingly competitive market, organizations must convince insurers, pathway and guideline decisionmakers, physicians, and patients of the
value of their products, especially given
the sometimes quite high prices. Proof
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of value to payers is particularly complex for diagnostic tests, which must
prove that they impact treatment decision making and ultimately outcomes
in a beneficial manner. For broad
genomic tests, which rarely identify
actionable findings beyond what would
be found via indication-specific companion diagnostics (for example BRAF
testing in melanoma), value demonstration can be even more challenging.
However, given the increasing inter-

est in personalized medicine, both
physicians and patients are demanding
better access to panel-based tests.
Diagnostics have a few possible approaches to propose to payers. One
is to bundle the diagnostic with one or
more drugs that can be recommended
using the test. Another approach involves outcomes-based models where
the test is reimbursed based on
whether it delivers clinically-actionable
results.

Similarly, some pharmaceutical
companies are exploring outcomesbased pricing for their high-priced
drugs. Although the deal ultimately did
not work out, Novartis and Medicare/
Medicaid recently explored a “pay-forperformance” model for the CAR-T
therapy Kymriah, which costs nearly
$500k but provides an essentially curative outcome for many patients with
leukemia. We expect further proof of
concept models to launch soon.

Conclusion
Over the next 5 years, we anticipate
transformative improvement in outcomes for people with cancer, driven

not just by better products but by improved access as well. Both diagnostic
and pharmaceutical companies will drive
this change, based on foundations of

scientific rigor, development creativity
and flexibility, and robust organizational
capabilities.
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